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Regency Era fashion has clearly made its 
way to the 21st Century, from the Golden 
Era of Jane Austen to the ever-so-chic 
Bridgerton moment. Let's take a look at 
these modern day versions of this decadent 
fashion trend.

Regencycore
at it's best

VINTAGE ROMANCE
The Vintage Romance era, influenced by the 
romantic sensibility typified by writers such 
as Lord Byron and Sir Walter Scott. Channel 
this vintage charm with silk dresses, 
exaggerated bows and sequin headbands.

SOUTHERN BELLE
The new age Southern Belle likes to adore 
outfits that are simple, yet stunning! She is 
burdened with a lot of tasks and wants the 
most comfortable outfit that makes her feel 
Fierce and Ladylike. 

ENAMOURING BEAUTY
It’s finally time to pull out that empire 
waisted dress from your wardrobe and look 
like an absolute Enamouring Beauty. After 
all it's the look that's most iconic to the era. 
Beautifully embellished with square 
neckline and cap sleeves the comeback of 
Regency Era fashion is the best thing that we 
could have asked for.

GET THIS!
Pair your look with these cheeryand statement pieces

Chunky Rings
Colourful and mood- boosting 
chunky trinkets are all the rage 
these days with celebrities like Bella 
Hadid and Dua Lipa sporting them 

on repeat.

Link Chains
Showcase your identity with these 

chains that are gaining popularity with 
men and women both. Ideal for 

wearing on a casual T-shirt or a Blazer, 
these Link Chains complement the 

tonality of the look to the T.

Glitzy Pearls
Swing on some pearls and brighten 
up your day. These adorned earrings 
are bound to look great with 
whatever you have inside your closet. 
With Regencycore hitting up the 

fashion scene don't mistake these with 
your grandmother’s dainty trinkets.



The TheRealB Monogram clergy shirt is 
an essential luxury to have in your 
wardrobe. This soft, �uid-draped 
design has a relaxed shape, band 

collar and long sleeves with cu�s, 
while the intricate embroidered 
monogram lends an understated 
touch of art.
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Tuning in to the Regency-era antics of the 
show, Netflix’s Bridgerton - it has proved to 
be a far stronger deterrent to a sedentary life 
in sweatpants. And, thankfully for our 
collective sartorial pleasure, fashion has 
followed suit. Regencycore aesthetics has 
continued to infiltrate Gen Z fashion with the 
delightfully decadent fashion looks coming 
back to rise. We can see a drive of this idyllic 
outdoorsy romance with voluminous 
sleeves, scooped neckline and pristine long 
delicate dresses perfect for an evening ball 

or card parties. 
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